
The Case for the Defence (By Marc Chawner)
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Introduction

• The 24 boards that were played in the session were designed to illustrate certain 
aspects of Bridge Strategy.

• This month’s topic was defence.

• The 24 hands were devised in such a way so that each participant, within the 
session, was placed under the ‘Spotlight’ on six of the twenty-four boards played.

• On some of the boards, help would also be required from the partner of the player 
placed under the ‘Spotlight’.

• There were a number of ‘Themes’ that I tried to illustrate within this month’s topic 
of defence.

• We will take a look at the boards that were played, theme by theme and we will 
therefore jump around the boards demonstrating the different themes in action.

• Within each board, I have given a suggested bidding sequence, however, for today’s 
exercise, the bidding is not too much of a concern. 

• I set the boards up, so that with an accurate defence, not one single ‘Sensible’
Game Contract should have been made.

• So, it was interesting to observe that over the 24 boards played at the 11 tables, 
145 game contracts were made.

• The scoring method was Cross-Imps.
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Introduction

• The first theme involves the concept of how two defenders can communicate with 
each other.

• The big advantage that the declarer has over the defenders is that, in the play of 
the hand, the declarer has no communication issues with their partner (The 
Dummy Hand), seeing that declarer controls both their own hand and the dummy 
hand.

• To become good defenders we also need to be able to have no communication 
issues with our partner.

• The opening lead for the defence is a good way to start communications between 
the two defenders.  
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Opening Lead

• The opening lead can often be a lottery, so we should “Thank Our Lucky Stars”, 
when we are dealt a suit headed by the Ace-King, because we know that by 
leading one of those top honours, we are going to get a ‘Free’ look at dummy, 
which will hopefully point us in the right direction for our defence strategy.

• So, which one of those top honours should we be leading?

• Gone have the days where the person on lead was expected to lead the higher of 
touching honours telling their partner their holding in the suit.

• What is the point of telling our partner what we hold, when it us who are more 
than likely going to have to make a decision at trick 2 on how to continue?

• It is much more prudent to attempt to extract information from our partner.

• The modern thing to say at this point is that, ”Other Defensive Carding Method 
Brands are available”, however, if you failed to find the winning defence on the 
next three boards, I strongly recommend that you sit down with your partner and 
agree a strategy. 
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Opening Lead

• One such strategy is that against a suit contract, when we lead an Ace, ideally 
holding the Ace-King, we are asking our partner just one thing, which is: “Partner, 
do you hold the Queen of this suit?”.

• If our partner holds the Queen of the suit led, then they will respond in a positive 
way, by playing their lowest card. (It is much easier to identify a low card than a 
high card). If they are not in possession of the Queen of the suit led, then they play 
their highest card that they can afford.

• So, even if our partner holds a small doubleton and they maybe getting excited 
about getting a ruff, they must play their highest card, which is denying possession 
of the Queen.

• Continuing with this strategy, when we lead the King against a suit contract, 
presumably either from Ace-King or King-Queen, then we are requesting that our 
partner indicates their current length. i.e. High-Low indicating an even number and 
Low-High indicating an odd number.

• My personal preference is that with an even number, I would play my highest card 
followed by my lowest card, although again I should say, “Other Carding Method 
Brands are available”.
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Opening Lead

• Against a No Trump contract, the Ace lead is a bit more ‘General’ in that partner 
will give the ‘Thumbs Up’ not only when they are holding the Queen, but when 
they like the suit that has been led, because they have length in it. Again they are 
expected to give the ‘Thumbs Up’, by playing their lowest card.

• The lead of the King has an extra request against a No Trump contract, which is 
asking our partner to play a high honour, if they hold one, otherwise they show 
their length in the normal way.

• The lead of the King against a No Trump contract would be from a strong holding 
such as KQ109x, seeing that we are prepared for our partner to jettison a high 
honour.

• The decision that the opening leader has to make is, what piece of information do 
they want to extract from their partner.

• Let us now see these strategies in action on three boards

from the session, namely boards 2, 19 and 16.    
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Opening Lead (Board 2)

• Eleven Easts in the 4 Spade contract 

• Eleven North-Souths fail to take their 4 tricks 

• Well, that wasn’t too difficult for me to analyse.

• All I can say is that everyone needs to sit down with their partner and discuss this 
aspect of the opening lead. 8



Opening Lead
• There are two additional concepts when we lead the Ace against a suit contract.

• The first one is that when dummy appears with the Queen of the suit led, seeing that 
the person on lead’s question has now been answered, the partner would indicate 
their length in the suit led, by playing High-Low with an even number and their lowest 
card with an odd number.

• The second exception is when dummy appears with a Singleton/Void in the suit led 
and then our partner is expected to give us a McKenny signal with the card that they 
play. i.e. A high card would show a preference to the higher of the other two remaining 
suits and a low card would show a preference to the lower of the two remaining suits. 

• The lead of the Queen is similar to the lead of the Ace in that it is asking our partner 
whether they have specifically one of the high honours. i.e. The Ace, King or Jack of 
the suit led. Similar to the Ace lead, our partner is expected to give us the ‘Thumbs Up’ 
by playing their lowest card.

• Typically the Queen would be led from the King-Queen or Queen-Jack holdings.

• The lead of the King against a No Trump contract would be from a strong holding such 
as KQ109x, seeing that we are prepared for our partner to jettison a high honour.

• From a weaker holding such as KQ10x, we would lead the Queen, and wait to see if our 
partner gives us the ‘Thumbs Up’, presumably holding the Ace or Jack.    
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Opening Lead (Board 19)

• A much better result for the defenders this time, with nine successful defences, 
albeit two of them failed to take the second ruff.

• A mixture of Ace and King leads, so how many Wests actually knew that their 
partner held a doubleton Diamond?
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Opening Lead (Board 16)

• 10 Norths correctly led the King of Clubs.

• 10 Souths ‘Incorrectly’ played their 2 of Clubs.

• 5 Norths, quite understandably gave up at this point and switched.

• Incredibly, 5 Norths used their ‘Psychic Powers’ and continued the suit, unless of course 
they are going to tell me that they are using some obscure signalling system?

• (Well done to all 10 Wests who all held up their Ace of Clubs at trick 1). 13



Returning Partner’s Suit at Trick 2
• It is very important, if a defender wins the opening trick and continues that suit, 

that the defender comes back with the correct card.

• The rules are very specific. 
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Returning Partner’s Suit at Trick 2
• On this occasion I have to say that ”Other Defensive Carding Method Brands are 

not available”.

• When I see my partner return a card in my suit at trick two, I say to myself that it is 
either their highest card or they have precisely two cards above the one that they 
have returned.

• Let’s see this strategy in action on board 6. 
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Correct Card at Trick 2 (Board 6)

• There were more ‘Psychic Powers’ on show with this board.

• Even when the two of Spades was returned at trick 2, which can only be from an 
original 4 card Spade suit, East was still capable of finding the correct defence of 
unblocking with the Queen of Spades.

• Only Bernie Hunt found the correct play of the 4 of Spades at trick 2, but unfortunately 
his partner had not read this article.

• Other than that, West was returning random cards making East’s task impossible. 17



Win a Trick Quickly to Preserve our Partner’s Entry

• This next defence Strategy/Theme is primarily used against No Trump contracts.

• At first glance, this strategy appears quite advanced and difficult to spot in ‘Real-
Time’ at the bridge table. However, the key to good defending is the ability, once 
dummy has gone down and we can see our partner’s opening lead, to be able to 
recognise what our partner’s opening lead is trying to achieve and to determine 
how we can help our partner achieve their objective.

• The characteristics of this defence is that our partner has made an attacking lead 
and is trying to set up their long suit against a No Trump contract. Obviously, we 
can help out our partner by returning their suit as soon as we obtain the lead.

• Typically, if our partner is trying to set up their long suit of say five cards or more, 
we will probably only have a doubleton in their suit.

• The key to this defence is that we must win a trick before our partner does.

• i.e. If our partner and ourselves both have one entry each, it is no good our partner 
winning their trick first and then setting their suit up, because by the time we win our 
trick, we cannot return our partner’s suit. On the other hand, if we can win our trick 
first and return our partner’s suit, our partner still has their entry left to run their 
established suit.

• Let us see this strategy in action on boards 23 and 1.   
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Preserve Partner’s Entry (Board 23)

• One ‘Superhero’ on this board and that was Gemma Fewster, who was the only 
East to rise with their Ace of Clubs at trick 2 and therefore preserving their 
partner’s King of Clubs entry.

• Well done Gemma.
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Win a Trick Quickly to Preserve our Partner’s Entry

Declarer leads the 5 of Spades from dummy and we follow suit with the 2 and 
declarer inserts the 9. Our partner will win with their 10 and set up their suit, 
however, they will never get back on lead. Declarer, on the second round of Spades 
will play from the dummy and if we play low, declarer will play their Ace and our 
partner is locked out. It is too late at this stage to play our King, because declarer will 
just play low and let us win the trick. 
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Win a Trick Quickly to Preserve our Partner’s Entry

Look what happens when we play our King on the first round of Spades.
If declarer ducks, we just play our partner’s suit and they still have the Queen of 
Spades as an entry to their established suit.
Alternatively, declarer could play the Ace on our King, but now we have generated 
two entries for our partner.
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Preserve Partner’s Entry (Board 1)

• This play is much tougher to find than the previous board, but we had One ‘Superhero’ 
who played their King of Diamonds at trick 2 and that was Brian Sharkey.

• Although other declarer’s did go down, that was mainly down to inferior declarer play.

• Brian’s play was even more remarkable by the fact that it was the first board of the day.

• Well done Brian.
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The Surround Play
• This defensive strategy can occur at anytime during the play.

• South is declarer with East on lead and they need to play Hearts.

• Which Heart should East lead?

• For this strategy to work, two things are required.

• 1. East needs to have dummy’s highest card ‘Surrounded’. i.e. Dummy’s 10 is 
surrounded by East’s Jack and 9.

• 2. East is required to have an additional higher honour. (In this case the Ace).

• When these two ingredients are in-play, East should lead the card one higher than 
dummy’s highest card. i.e. The Jack of Hearts.

• East-West will now win all three Heart tricks.

• A Heart other than the Jack will result in East-West winning only two Heart tricks.
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The Surround Play
• Another example.

• East has dummy’s highest card, the 9, surrounded with their 10 and 8.

• East also has an additional higher Heart, the Queen.

• East must lead the card that is one higher than dummy’s highest card. i.e. Lead the 10.

• If declarer plays the Jack, West’s King wins and West returns a Heart and East has 
dummy’s 9 surrounded and the defence make two Heart tricks in total.

• If East had instead led the 5, declarer plays low and the defence make just one Heart 
trick.

• If East had led the Queen, then declarer plays the Ace and the defence cannot 
successfully attack the Heart suit for two tricks.

• Let us see this strategy in action on boards 14 and 18. 26
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The Surround Play (Board 14)

• Three amazing ‘Superheroes’ on this board; Namely, Ray Clarke, Garry Waller and Gemma 
Fewster, who all found the amazing Jack of Diamonds switch at trick 2.

• A small mention to Mike Harbour, who also found the Jack of Diamonds switch at trick 2, 
however, unfortunately for Mike, he was only defending the contract of Three Spades, so we 
can only grant Mike the status of ‘Hero’. 28
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The Surround Play (Board 18)

• Tony French was our one and only potential ‘Superhero’ on this board, when he 
returned the 10 of Clubs, unfortunately his partner failed to continue the Club suit.

• This does highlight the fact that the partner of the ‘Surround Play Superhero’ has to be 
alert to the possibility of this situation. 

• The couple of declarers who went off, was down to the declarer play.

• A number of Norths did appreciate that, when in with the King of Spades, a Club switch 
was required, but alas, they all tried their three of Clubs. 
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When we hold a control in the trump suit think twice as hard

• When we hold the Ace of trumps or some control in the trump suit our plan can be 
a long-term plan, because we know that sooner or later we will be on lead again.

• Basically, when we hold the Ace of trumps, the number of plans that we have at 
our disposal are double the normal.

• However, if we come up with a winning plan, wherever possible, take control of 
the situation.

• Just because we can see a winning plan, do not assume that your partner can also 
see it.

• Let us see this idea in action on boards 9, 4 and 21.  
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Long Term Plan (Board 9)

• Every West led a top Spade against this contract, but not one East overtook with their 
Ace, to switch to their singleton Diamond.

• The one and only ‘Successful’ defence was down to inferior declarer play. 

• The key to this defence is for East to realise that four tricks are staring them in the face.

• Even when West leads the Queen of Spades, East knows, what with the Jack in dummy, 
that their partner is holding the King of Spades.
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Long Term Plan (Board 4)

• Every time the Queen of Diamonds was led against 4 Spades, South failed to take charge 
and overtake and switch to their singleton Heart.

• When a defender sees a winning defence they

must take control. 
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Long Term Plan (Board 21)

• Brian Sharkey was card perfect on this board, by returning a Heart at trick 2 and hopping 
up with his Ace of trumps to give their partner a Heart ruff.

• Some declarers went off, when they rose with the Ace of Hearts, which is ‘Throwing in 
the Towel’, seeing that they are always now going to lose 4 tricks.

• Declarer’s only hope is that the lead is not a singleton, so declarer should play the Jack 
and rely on the fact that they have an ‘Essex Defender’ sitting on their right?
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Quick Overview

• Let us just pause for a moment whilst I tell you about my observations so far.

• I think the last three boards typify what is going wrong with our defences.

• When we are declarer, when dummy goes down, we make a plan.

• It appears that when we are defenders and dummy goes down, all we are 
preparing to do is follow suit.

• I cannot stress too much that the first two tricks of any defence are so important.

• Just like declarer, the defence should be making a plan.

• If the contract is Four Spades, just as declarer has 10 tricks in their head, we as 
defenders should have 4 tricks in our heads.

• The problem that we have of course is that 90+% of the time we are down at our 
local bridge clubs playing pairs bridge, where preventing overtricks is our major 
concern, whereas this form of bridge requires a completely different mindset.

• The transition from one method of scoring to the other is not an easy task.

• However, the concept of constructing a long term plan should be relevant in both 
forms of bridge for the defenders.

• The key is being able to interpret dummy and anticipate what dangers lie ahead. 

• It is not just about the trick that we are currently playing to, but also the rest of the 
hand. This is exactly what declarers do, so the defenders should do the same. 38



Quick Overview

• A good example was board 14 against South’s 4 Spade contract.

• Only 5 Easts switched to a Diamond at trick 2, when we can see that by returning a 
passive Heart, which most people did, declarer was always going to make their 
contract.

• It is as if East had not noticed dummy?

• East has not taken in the entire hand

and instead just played to the next

trick in a ‘Trance’. 

• Similarly, with the last three boards, all we have done at trick 1 is to follow suit.

• It appears that we are in a ‘Trance’, not capable of looking beyond the current trick?
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If We Are Going To Switch To A Singleton, Win With The Ace

• If our partner leads a suit that we hold the Ace and King in, it is standard practice 
to play the King, so that when our King wins the trick our partner knows that there 
is every chance that we are also holding the Ace.

• Following through with this logic, when our partner leads a suit and we play the 
Ace, our partner knows that we do not possess the King.

• Simple so far.

• However, there is an exception to this rule.

• The exception is that even when we are holding the Ace-King of a suit, that our 
partner leads, we should win with the Ace, if we are planning to switch to a 
singleton on the next trick.

• The idea being that seeing that we are ‘Pretending’ that declarer has the King, our 
partner is more likely to continue our singleton suit and give us a ruff.

• Bearing this ‘Rule’ in mind let us take a look at this concept in action on boards 22 
and 12.  
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Win First Trick Correctly (Board 22)

• Unfortunately, too many Souths were leading their Ace of Diamonds to not put North under the 
‘Spotlight’, however, if North had played their 10 of Diamonds at trick one, there was still a chance 
that the Jack of Clubs switch would defeat the contract with a trump promotion.

• When North plays the 7 of Diamonds, as they often did, South thinks that this must be a singleton.

• When the Jack of Clubs was led, no North cashed their tricks in the correct order, however, quite 
often declarer erred on the third round of Clubs by not discarding their losing Diamond. 42
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Win First Trick Correctly 

(Board 12)

• All eleven Norths led their Jack of Clubs and all eleven Souths won the first Club and 
continued with a second Club. (Because it was the simplest thing to do).

• This illustrates what I was saying earlier about not reacting to dummy.

• Dummy is a threat with the long Hearts; South must attack the Diamond suit.

• If Declarer is ‘Messing Around’, holding doubleton Queen of Clubs, we can always cash our 
Club later, but we must get active in the suit where our winners could disappear.  44



Do Not Overruff When We Have A Strong Holding In The Trump Suit

• Very simple ‘Guideline’ is that when we are defending a suit contract, it is not 
normally a good idea to overruff, when holding good trumps, especially if these 
are trumps that are going to win anyway.

• The best way to illustrate this idea is to take a look at this concept in action on 
boards 13 and 24.
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Do Not Overruff (Board 13)

• One ‘Superhero’ on this board, who did not overruff and that was Albert Kitchin.

• A number of Souths did not continue with a third round of Hearts, which is a bit baffling.

• However, apart from Albert, all the other Norths fell into the trap of overruffing with their 
King of Trumps, which was always going to win anyway.
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Do Not Overruff (Board 24)

• Although a couple of declarers failed to make their contract, that was not down to any 
brilliant defence.

• A number of Norths again decided not to continue with a third round of Hearts, however, 
whenever they did, it was too tempting for South not to overruff dummy.

• So, no ‘Superheroes’ on this board. 
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Desperate Times Require Desperate Measures

• Desperate times require desperate measures.

• The best way to illustrate this idea is to take a look at this concept in action on 
boards 3 and 11.
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Desperate Times Requires 
Desperate Measures (Board 3)

• One ‘Superhero’ on this board and that was John McCoy, the only defender to lead out their 
top four Diamonds.

• Marcia, John’s partner, also rose to the occasion by not overruffing dummy’s 10 of Spades.

• Well done to the both of them.

• The key to this one is to do the sums with the points and realise that there are no more tricks 
coming other than in trumps and that a ‘Ruff and Discard’ does not help declarer. 52
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Desperate Times Requires 
Desperate Measures (Board11)

• No Easts were brave enough to play that fourth round of Clubs, so no ‘Superheroes’ here.

• The key again is to do the maths and realise that a ‘Ruff & Discard’ will not help declarer.

• Well done to all those declarers who came to the correct conclusion that, what with Clubs 
being 5-2, the length in Spades should be with West and took the finesse in Spades the 
correct way.
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Our Only Hope (Board 10)

• This next board does not quite come under the category of ‘Desperation’, but it is 
‘Our Only Hope’.

• The great thing about this form of scoring is that overtricks do not matter so much.

• So, whilst there is still a possibility that we can defeat declarer’s contract, then we 
must hope that the cards lie favourably for us.

• It is very easy to deploy this tactic, when we can see that if we do nothing, declarer 
will make their contract anyway.

• Let us see this idea in action on board 10.
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Our Only Hope (Board 10)

• Three Souths led an inspired Spade, which defeated the 3NT contract in double quick time 
and you cannot argue with success.

• Meanwhile, the remaining eight Souths led a Club and failed to find the Spade switch.

• The key here to finding the correct defence is to realise that, when we win with our King of 
Diamonds, declarer has their 9 tricks, unless we find our partner with that King of Spades. 
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Our Only Hope (Board10)

• Just out of curiosity I have just run this hand through the Lead Captain Software, 
which tells us the mathematical correct lead.

• When there has been a Stayman sequence on the board, the percentage lead is a 
Heart.
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May The Forcing Defence Be With You

• Next comes the most powerful defence that is available to the defence.

• It is where we try to make declarer run out of trumps.

• Normally this is not going to be possible because declarer is always going to play in 
a suit contract where the declarer has many trumps, however when the person on 
lead has say four trumps or they suspect that their partner to be holding many 
trumps, then it is certainly worth the risk of leading our longest and strongest suit.

• The hope is that we will force declarer to have to shorten their trumps to the point 
where one of the defenders ends up with more trumps than the declarer.

• This is known as the ‘Forcing Defence’.

• Let us see it in action on board 5.   
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May The Forcing Defence Be With You
• Looking at the North-South hands there appears to be just two tricks to lose in a 4 

Spade contract by North, namely the Ace of Spades and the Ace of Hearts.

• East could lead their singleton Heart at some stage and receive a ruff, but that only 
leaves the defence with three tricks.

• Let us see what happens, when East makes the attacking lead of a small Diamond.

• Let us keep a track of the trumps that North and East hold.
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May The Forcing Defence Be With You
• After a Diamond lead, declarer will win with the Ace and lead a Spade towards the 

Queen and continue with a Spade to East’s Ace.

• At this stage, two rounds of trumps have gone and this is the situation.

• East must continue to play Diamonds and force declarer, North to ruff.
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May The Forcing Defence Be With You
• North must ruff and they will then lead a Heart to dummy’s Queen, which West 

will win with their Ace of Hearts.

• Note that it is of no use, at this stage, to give East a ruff in Hearts. 

• West must continue with the Diamond suit.
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May The Forcing Defence Be With You
• North must ruff this third round of Diamonds and declarer has lost control.

• East will now ruff a Heart and lead their Jack of Diamonds and therefore making 
their 7 of Spades for the setting trick.
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May The Forcing Defence Be 
With You (Board 5)

• This was probably an error by me to possibly expect someone to lead dummy’s suit. 

• It is risky enough to lead a suit headed by the King, Jack, so to lead that kind of suit, when it 
has been bid, is probably asking a bit too much.

• But, hopefully, the power of the ‘Forcing Defence’ has been highlighted here.
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When To Lead A Trump

• Let us now look at some opening leads.

• In particular, when to lead a trump.

• The next three boards, namely boards 15, 17 and 20 will identify three situations 
where it is correct to lead a trump.
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When To Lead A Trump
• Just imagine that East was declarer in a One Club contract.

• What would they be doing?

• Would one of their priorities be to lead the King of Diamonds?

• Of course not. Their priority, seeing that they cannot utilise dummy’s trump, would 
be to draw trumps and only once all the trumps had been drawn would they go 
about collecting tricks in the other suits by knocking out the two red Aces.

• When our partner passes our take-out double of One Club, they are effectively 
saying that they think that they can make One Club themselves, because they have 
a strong Club holding. 
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When To Lead A Trump

• The great news about being a defender to effectively our own contract of One 
Club, is that we get to do what we want to do first, which is start drawing trumps.

• Leading a Club on this hand gives us +800.

• The trump leads gives us two extra tricks over the people leading the ‘Safe’ King of 
Diamonds. 
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When To Lead A Trump 
(Board 15)

• Probably another error by me, seeing that many Souths opened this hand 1 Heart, so not too 
many people were under the ‘Spotlight’.

• However, congratulations to Brian Sharkey who did end up defending 1 Club doubled and did 
lead the Club and was rewarded with a score of +800, which equated to +13.00 well 
deserved Imps.
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When To Lead A Trump 
(Board 17)

• A number of tables had the auction that I had hoped for, but the ‘Safe’ Club lead was too tempting 
to resist.

• This is ‘Living Proof’ that the auction is more important than what we hold in our hand.

• Ideally, when we are required to make a blind lead, we should not be tempted by what is in our 
hand, but instead, listen to the bidding and make the appropriate lead.

• Congratulations to Jon Ward and Tony French, who did make the correct lead and they were 
rewarded with +9.00 Imps 
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When To Lead A Trump 
(Board 20)

• The bidding sequences did not go as planned on this board and the final contracts were quite 
varied.

• However, when things did go to plan, Brian Davies found the correct 3 of Clubs lead and took 
the contract off. 
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1NT – 3NT

• Finding the correct lead against the ‘Infamous’ 1NT – 3NT auction always results in 
people running towards their calculators.

• The first indicator is that dummy has more minor cards than major cards, so a 
Major lead is preferable.
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1NT – 3NT

• Here is a chart which backs this up.

• After the auction 1NT-3NT, the average defender’s total Major Suit Length = 7.18. 
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1NT – 3NT

• Now that we have decided that we should be leading a Major, let us see which 
Major.

• The chart below is telling us that if we are looking to find a suit of length in our 
partner’s hand, we are more likely to find that suit opposite our doubleton rather 
than our 3 card suit.

• On average opposite our 3 card Major, our partner will hold 4.0 cards in the suit, 
whereas opposite our doubleton Major, our partner, on average, will hold 4.7 
cards in the suit.
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1NT – 3NT

• Finally the ‘Mathematical Simulator’ is telling us that the Heart lead is our best 
chance of defeating the contract.
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Try to Find our Partner’s 
Long Suit (Board 7)

• Four ‘Superheroes’ found the 8 of Hearts lead, namely, John McCoy, Brian Sharkey, Pascaline 
Mower and Bernie Hunt.

• Everyone else led the ‘Safe’ Jack of Diamonds.

• In this form of bridge, the concept of ‘Safe’ takes a back seat. We are never going to be able 
to set up our Diamonds. 

• We must try our hardest to find our partner’s suit to set up. 80



The Emperor’s Coup

• At first glance, this last hand is usually only found in ‘Fantasy Bridge Books’.

• Thinking about it, on second glance as well……..

• However, this strategy does come up more often than you think.

• It is just that people don’t recognise it until it’s too late.

• The idea of this strategy is where one player has set up their long suit in a No 
Trump contract and the defence are struggling to find an entry to all those running 
tricks. (Partner has run out of the suit).

• The idea is that the partner of the hand with all the running tricks will do anything 
to generate an entry to their partner’s hand and I mean anything.

• Let us see the ‘Emperor’s Coup’ in action on board 8.  
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The Emperor’s Coup 
(Board 8)

• Surprise, surprise, no one discarded their Ace of Clubs.

• Mind you, having read the analysis on the previous page, it seems such an obvious discard? 
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The Emperor’s Coup

• As we can see the only defence to defeat South’s 3NT contract is for East to first 
discard their Ace of Diamonds on their partner’s Ace of Clubs lead and then to 
discard their Ace of Spades on their partner’s Queen of Clubs continuation.
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Extra Defence Homework for Everyone

• Just don’t stop thinking for the first 120 seconds of a defence.

• We as defenders must come up with a plan.

• Scrutinize partner’s lead; What initial plan has my partner come up with and how 
are we going to help our partner implement this plan?

• Scrutinize dummy; Are there any long suits in dummy which could be used for 
discards, if so, let’s get active and take our tricks before they disappear.

• If our partner has led a top honour, consider overtaking their honour to dictate the 
defence.

• Now the really difficult bit:

• I know this is like going back to school, but on every hand we must add the 
number of points in our hand to the number of points in dummy to calculate the 
total points of the two unseen hands. If declarer has quantified their hand, then 
calculate how many points we can expect from our partner. 

• So easy for me to say, but so difficult to implement.
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